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Everyone will want to what is the Encore? In fact, the concept of encore said is equivalent to now each season Nike in the playoffs
speaks for the elite version launched stars, quite basketball shoes enhanced version of. First, this concept should be traced back to
more than ten years ago, Jordan Air 18.5, but at that time is also a number of special and individual phenomenon. But now, the
strengthened version of the basketball shoes have become a very popular in the current shoe design. < p > today, the protagonist is
an encore of Li Ning Wade, sign wade in a year ago high-profile brands, Li Ning also after Yu handsome once again usher in the
design of basketball shoes a new climax, once again let consumers and sneakers lovers see Li Ning brand strength. After signing
Wade in the launch of the next generation and a generation of follow-up products, in general, the product is successful. In today of
Wade's 3 has been exposed after, we in to review the year playoff Wade wearing boots Wade 2 encore,Wade road 3" blood "
forensic; color matching < p > first from the color and detail design, Wade 2 Encore compared to Wade's shape is more detailed,
vamp is played more finely. The designer joined the gems, used in construction, industry and other fields in the upper facet design
inspiration. It seems that the design of the two generation of the generation is more sincere, from the point of view of wearing it may
be more suitable. The design is less than air Wade two generation toe part. The body of the shoe more finely stitching to upper
middle steps more fit. And concern of a place is this pair of shoes heel portion, and the second generation compared to the double
Encore second generation added semi circle of TPU is fixed. left the Wade way 2 encore, right Wade road 2finally for this pair of
shoes big tongue. This is a traditional design from the beginning of a generation to maintain, the reason is based on Wade's own
interests in shoes design. But perhaps for general combat sneakers lovers, high position of the tongue or point Luo feet, and if not
wear stockings, the tongue will wear leg. < p > of course most valued real shoes or sneakers in the end system, Li Ning Wade 2
Encore at the end of the system follows the configuration of Wade 2, in the end by the whole palm Phylon made and carbon fiber
board made, the forefoot and match the use of science and technology of rebound Bounse, heel using cushion cushioning
technology, heel encapsulated ip injection EVA cushioning, dazzle camouflage theme molded sockliner with, a triple cushioning.
Before C after B in the bottom of the technology and the Zoom Air Nike is worth your trust in the bottom of the configuration. More
information can log on color shoes dunk home search: Wade 2 / view come home to participate in the official website of the forum
dunk "levy to win NIKE ELITE basketball socks"! Every hour a pair of socks sent afraid to grab! More sports trend of consulting
welcome WeChat micro-blog search: dunkhome, interactive and guess beauty Xiaobian ~~<> oh
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